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What is an introduction?

◦ Your introduction and conclusion act as bridges that transport your 

readers from their own lives into the “place” of  your analysis.



What do I include in my introduction?

◦ An introduction to the context or background of  the topic (you 
could include interesting facts or quotations, often called an attention 
getter)

◦ The reason for writing about this topic (what’s the point?)

◦ Definitions of  any complex terminology that will be referred to 
throughout the assignment (note that definitions are not always 
necessary)

◦ Introduce the main ideas that stem from your topic/title and the 
order in which you will discuss them (your thesis or claim)



Attention Getter

◦ an intriguing example

◦ a provocative quotation 

◦ a puzzling scenario 

◦ a vivid and perhaps unexpected anecdote

◦ a thought-provoking question



The reason; Why should your reader care?

◦ Is there a problem or controversy with the topic?

◦ Does it affect your reader’s life in anyway? Think THEME



Definitions

◦ Although not always necessary, these can be helpful! 

◦ Background information: What does your reader need to know before they begin?



The main ideas/thesis

◦ What is the point of  your paper? What are you trying to prove?



Thesis statement formula: B2

In the play Romeo and Juliet, William 

Shakespeare uses _____________ in order 

to show ________________.



What I’ve seen…

In the play Romeo and Juliet, William 

Shakespeare uses ____imagery____ in order 

to show ____love____.



Theme vs theme statement

Theme: big idea/main point/ common idea

Theme statement: it's asking you to state what the piece of  

writing was about — not the plot, but what sort of  insight or 

perspective does it give on life/the world/human nature?



In the play Romeo and Juliet, William 
Shakespeare uses ____imagery____ in order 
to show ____love____.

VS
In the play Romeo and Juliet, William 
Shakespeare uses ____imagery____ in order 
to show ____a true love affects all aspect of  
a person’s life____.



So how do I do this?

◦ Pick the main topic addressed in the story (theme)

◦ Pinpoint the author's view on the topic (What is the author saying 

about this?)

◦ Format that perspective using a theme statement template (formula!)



When selecting a literary device…

Make sure each quote used in your multi-paragraph 

essay is an example of  that device!
You can not prove that Shakespeare’s use of  imagery supports your theme if  you 

don’t have evidence of  imagery!



How do I format this?

Your introductory paragraph is ONE! INDIVIDUAL! PARAGRAPH!

That means you do not put extra space (or enters) between your 

attention getter, background information, or claim statement.



Finally…

Your introduction should not exceed 

10 sentences!


